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FOCUS GROUP 3: GENERATION Y
August 14, 2007
4 participants + moderator

06:51:14  Craig joined.
17:42:00  packer87 joined.
17:43:04 Craig Hello!
17:43:05  Craig left.
17:43:38  Craig joined.
17:44:07 Craig Love when that happens.
17:44:44 Craig How are you?
17:44:54 packer87 LOL. I am doing well, and yourself?
17:45:27 Craig freezing!
17:46:10 Craig it's only 102 degrees here. I'm waiting for it to get to 115.
17:46:36 packer87 Oh ok. I was going to say, I just drove by a bank in Colum-

bia, and it said it was 98.
17:47:05 Craig I'm sure that's probably more accurate. Truth is I'm 

roasting, sitting in front of a fan, gulping down Gator-
ade.

17:47:25 Craig In fact I need a refill. Be just a sec.
17:47:50 packer87 ok
17:50:22  Tim_Wasem joined.
17:50:47 Craig Hi Tim!
17:50:52 Tim_Wasem Hey hey
17:50:53  Tim_Wasem left.
17:51:04 Craig Aaaan bye Tim :)
17:51:12 Craig The chat software is .... touchy
17:52:11  Tim_Wasem joined.
17:52:20 Craig welcome back
17:52:22 Tim_Wasem sorry i keep getting disconnected
17:52:44 Craig The chat program is very touchy. It disconnects you if you 

try to surf to another page while you're logged in.
17:52:56 Tim_Wasem i referred a friend (jake merrick) who should be here
17:53:05 Craig Cool!
17:53:05 Tim_Wasem oh ok
17:53:06  Andrew joined.
17:53:08 Craig Hope he can make it.
17:53:11 Craig Hi Andrew!
17:53:27 Andrew hi Craig
17:53:43 Craig Glad you made it ..
17:53:49 Craig Waiting on a few more.
17:54:49 Craig I see a Jake trying to log in ..
17:55:12 Tim_Wasem that's him
17:55:18 Craig Well I hope he makes it :)
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17:55:48 Craig So how's everyone this evening?
17:56:08  Andrew left.
17:56:14  jake joined.
17:56:19 Craig Hey Jake!
17:56:23 Craig Welcome
17:56:56  Andrew joined.
17:56:59 Tim_Wasem i'm wonderful
17:57:05  Andrew left.
17:57:06 jake hey
17:57:09 jake how is everyone
17:57:20  Elvis joined.
17:57:23 Craig Doing alright.
17:57:25  Andrew joined.
17:57:25 Craig Hey Elvis!
17:57:31 Craig Welcome back Andrew :)
17:57:33 Elvis Hey :)
17:57:36 Craig Sorry .. the chat software is pretty touchy.
17:57:47 Craig If you try to surf to any other Web page while you're 

logged in, you'll be disconnected.
17:57:59  packer87 left.
17:57:59  packer87 joined.
17:58:24 Andrew I found that out the hard way
17:59:39 Craig Yeah it can be frustrating.
17:59:55 Craig You're not the only one. I have to be doubly careful be-

cause if I'm disconnected, I'll lose the chat log.
18:00:05 Craig Or rather, I'll still have it, but I will have to dig it out.
18:00:26  Tim_Wasem left.
18:01:10  Tim_Wasem joined.
18:02:04 Craig If you've successfully logged in having filled out the login 

questionnaire, you don't need to fill it out again if you 
get disconnected.

18:02:19 packer87 Good to know.
18:02:41 Tim_Wasem how do you bypass it?
18:03:27 Craig Just hit the Join Chat button.
18:03:49 Craig There's one person who's still trying to get on, let's give 

her another minute, then we can start.
18:04:11 Craig Does anyone here need to leave at exactly 9pm? (or 10 

est)
18:04:36 packer87 Nope.
18:04:41 Craig good.
18:05:11 Craig I don't intend the session to go long, but sometimes it 

does and it helps me manage the time better if I know 
I'm going to lose people at the 9pm mark.

18:05:17 Tim_Wasem not me
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18:06:04 Craig anyone have any questions?
18:06:40 Craig anyone?
18:06:52 Tim_Wasem nope
18:06:59 packer87 I'm good.
18:07:02 jake not me
18:07:10 Andrew nope
18:07:17 Craig okay.
18:07:25 Craig Well let's get moving then.
18:07:55 Craig As most of you have figured out, the chat software can 

be a little finicky. If you leave the page to surf elsewhere 
on the Web, you'll probably be disconnected.

18:08:13 Craig The only exception to that is the Web pages that I "push" 
to you (with the ads).

18:08:45 Craig If it makes it easier for you, clicking on the little button 
with the four arrows will pop open a new chat window 
that you can resize.

18:09:25 Craig okay so, if I can have your full attention for this, I'd ap-
preciate it.

18:09:43 Craig Elvis is not going to say much because he is a friend of 
mine who is here observing. :)

18:10:00 Craig So in general, what kinds of advertising do you like?
18:10:27 packer87 As in the message of the ad, or the medium in which it's 

presented?
18:11:30 Craig Well, just in general terms. Can be television, print, out-

door, Web ...
18:11:40 Craig What kind of advertising do you respond positively to?
18:12:33 Tim_Wasem I respond positively (meaning i actually acknowledge it) if 

it's simple, not trying to impress me with "trendy" slogans 
and images

18:12:53 Craig What would be an example, Tim?
18:13:24 Craig Jake, Andrew, you with us?
18:13:32 jake yes
18:13:39 packer87 I prefer TV or print ads. I absolutely hate web ads (whether 

they are pop-ups or banners). I can't recall one time I've 
clicked on a web ad. A thing I've noticed in some TV ads 
recently that I like

18:13:50 Andrew yeah, sorry my parents called at an inoportune time
18:14:15 jake sometimes if the web ad involves shooting a celebrity, i 

cant resist
18:14:31 packer87 It says my message was truncated. Do you need me to send 

it in smaller chunks? It ended with "back to the commu-
nity."

18:14:47 Tim_Wasem or the ones where you have to throw ninja stars at monkeys
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18:15:12 Craig What I saw packer was your post ended with "A thing I've 
noticed in some TV ads recently that I like"

18:15:16 Craig then it stopped.
18:15:20 packer87 ok
18:15:33 packer87 A thing I've noticed in some TV ads recently that I like are 

ones from Fedex and Home Depot, where it talks about real 
life stories where employees went the extra mile to help the 
customer or give bac

18:15:47 packer87 ...where it talks about real life stories where employees 
went the extra mile to help the customer or give back to the 
community.

18:16:04 Craig why do you like those packer?
18:16:04 Tim_Wasem I personally don't respond to those because they seem 

phony to me
18:16:18 Craig jake .. can you give me a few more examples?
18:16:24 Craig What kinds of ads do you like? is the question
18:16:35 Craig Andrew, what about you?
18:17:08  Elvis left.
18:17:11 packer87 I can see Tim's point that they're phony, because they 

probably played with the facts a little. Granted your experi-
ence at X company isn't always going to be just perfect like 
the ads claim.

18:17:14 Andrew i'd agree with Packer that I like ads that really tell about the 
company and what it can do to benefit you

18:17:31 packer87 It just makes me feel like the company cares, and I'm more 
willing to do business with them.

18:17:37 jake i only like ads if they are funny or educational
18:17:38 Andrew a lot of times companies make ads that until the end you 

probably don't even know what the ad is for, and that isn't 
going to make me buy that product

18:18:04 jake maybe a geico commercial, a funny beer commercial, stuff 
like that

18:18:09 Craig okay.
18:18:15 Craig Where do you notice ads most .. ?
18:18:23 Craig TV, magazines, print, web ..?
18:18:25 Andrew oh, one that does come to mind that i like is the red stripe 

bear ads, haha
18:18:33 Andrew beer*
18:19:02 Tim_Wasem the coors light ad with the can that turns blue and the 

pregnancy test...that one is funny
18:19:33 jake i actually dont have cable anymore, so i am not exposed to 

television commercials, but when i used to watch TV, those 
ads were always the most prevalent, they grip your atten-
tion more so than print ad
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18:19:46 jake they grip your attention more so than print ads because 
they engage you more, television in general is a gripping 
medium

18:19:51 jake i didnt know which part you missed.
18:19:52 Andrew i'd agree that i notice more on TV
18:19:54 Tim_Wasem I would say the internet is where i see most, because they 

are mostly unavoidable. TV channels can be changed, 
magazines can be closed, but the borders of webpages are 
always presenting ads

18:19:54 packer87 Ads are pretty much ubiquitous...you can't escape them. I'd 
say I see most on TV and the web.

18:20:20 Andrew i don't see them as much on the web because I have a pop-
up blocker

18:20:34 Andrew otherwise that would probably be about the same as TV
18:20:55 packer87 It also depends where you live, too. In my old stomping 

ground in CA, the city didn't allow billboards, so it wasn't 
like driving down I-70 and seeing a million ads for Adult 
Bookstores.

18:20:55 Craig okay .. great
18:21:01 Craig Now what kind of ads annoy you?
18:21:15 packer87 Pop-ups, without a doubt.
18:21:50 Andrew absolutly pop-ups, the columbia tribune website still has 

pop-ups come up for me with my pop-up blocker and i in-
tentialy don't go to the website because of it

18:22:00 jake pop-ups, definitely... any kind of political ad gets me down
18:22:06 Tim_Wasem pop-ups and billboards bother me the most
18:22:07 Craig gets you down?
18:22:12 Craig as in, makes you sad?
18:23:01 jake well it's just depressing because the political arena is 

dominated by politicians who can afford to put ads on TV 
and controll the people who spend most of their lives 
watching TV

18:23:09 packer87 I also hate ads I see over and over, especially with annoying 
commercials. I watch a lot of cable news, and it seems like I 
see the same 10-15 commercials. If there's a commerical 
with an annoying so

18:23:14 jake which is mostly the whole country
18:23:37 packer87 ...15 commercials. If there's a commerical with an annoying 

song in the background, I hate the product and the com-
pany associated with the ad.

18:23:58 packer87 I like political ads, as strange as that may sound.
18:24:20 Craig Tim I think you mentioned ads that seem phony?
18:24:26 Andrew i dislike political ads simply because they don't tell the 

whole story
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18:24:55 Andrew its just a 30 second soundbite to try to get your vote, and if 
you are voting on a 30 second commercial then you don't 
really know what is going on with the country

18:25:08 packer87 Most people aren't smart enough to cut through them, so 
they get swayed by them. But if you can, they can be quite 
amusing and interesting.

18:25:18 Andrew absolutly
18:25:47 Tim_Wasem yes i did, as in, they are very staged and "too good to be 

true". I would put most political advertisement in that 
category

18:25:53 Craig okay
18:26:03 Craig how do ads help you make purchase decisons?
18:26:06 Craig or do they at all?
18:26:11 packer87 I don'
18:26:19 packer87 *don't think they really do for me.
18:26:28 Andrew they very rarely do for me
18:26:52 Andrew just because i see the same geico commercial over and over 

again and like it doesn't mean i'm going to switch to them
18:27:22 Tim_Wasem there are certain kinds of advertisements that I let influ-

ence me, as in, products that I'm in the market for. As far as 
why they convince me? Originality and honesty (as much as 
they can prove)

18:27:26 packer87 However, if I'm reading through a magazine, and some 
writer is reviewing a bunch of similar products, I'd be more 
inclined to make a purchase decision based on that.

18:27:50 jake i dont think advertising really sells any particuliar product. i 
think alot of advertisers realize this. advertising sells con-
sumerism in general

18:28:00 packer87 I'd agree with Andrew. I love the Southwest Airlines com-
mercials at the beginning of every NFL season, but I'm not 
going to go fly Southwest.

18:28:05 Tim_Wasem if the add has outside opinions, such as reviews, credible 
opinions, etc. then i would be inclined to consider them

18:28:43 Andrew the more the ad tells about the benefit of the product and 
the lets cute they try to get the more likely it is to influence 
me to buy it

18:28:44 Craig okay, but if you have the choice of flying Southwest or 
Champion Air, which are you going to choose?

18:28:58 Tim_Wasem depends on the fair
18:29:07 Tim_Wasem *fare
18:29:22 Craig so if Southwest is, say fifty bucks more than Champion, 

you'd fly Champion?
18:29:32 Andrew i would
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18:29:45 packer87 Probably Southwest, but it would depend on the fare and 
airports I have to use. If it's do I fly in/out of Boston or Man-
chester, NH (45 miles away) and I need to be close to Bos-
ton, then I'll go with

18:29:59 Craig okay gotcha
18:30:17 Tim_Wasem i would fly champion
18:30:21 Craig ok let's look at some ads
18:30:42 Craig I'm going to "push" an ad to you. A new browser window 

will appear (should appear) but you will not be logged 
out of the room.

18:30:51 Craig You can bounce back and forth to the new window as you 
wish.

18:31:09 Craig When you get the ad, have a look at it and then com 
eback and tell me what you think. If you get discon-
nected, come back in and I can send you the ad privately.

18:31:12 Craig Ready?
18:31:24 Tim_Wasem yes
18:31:27 Craig Here comes the first one.
18:31:27 packer87 Yep
18:31:29 Andrew yeah
18:32:33 packer87 That's not going to make me live on the edge and buy that 

car.
18:32:41 Andrew me either
18:32:54 Andrew why is the car over the water? makes no sense
18:32:58 jake it took me a while to connect what they were implying with 

the edge and why a car appeared to be levitating above the 
river

18:33:06 Tim_Wasem what does it mean for a car to be "on the edge"
18:33:07 packer87 Also, who is going to send text messages to give Ford your 

cell phone number so they can text you endlessly trying to 
sell you on the car?

18:33:12 Tim_Wasem i thinks it's pointless
18:33:15 Craig what does the ad seem to be saying to you? What's the 

message?
18:33:16 Andrew agreed
18:33:47 packer87 I see the "edge" part with the car driving on the rail, but 

how is the couple out on a date living on the proverbial 
edge?

18:33:47 Tim_Wasem that ford's have a very unusual center of gravity
18:34:05 Andrew the message is to live on the edge, but i'm not going to buy 

a car because of its name, i'm going to buy one based on 
price, reliability, gas millage, ext

18:34:37 Tim_Wasem exactly
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18:34:44 Craig any other impressions about this ad? colors, layout, de-
sign?

18:35:04 packer87 I'll give them credit for the idyllic backdrop.
18:35:04 jake i dont think this ad makes me re-evaluate my position on 

cars, which is that hopefully the one i have is adequate for 
as long as it lasts

18:35:19 Tim_Wasem the full skyline catches my eye
18:35:35 Craig if you came across this ad in your magazine, would you 

stop to look at it?
18:35:44 Andrew nope
18:35:50 Tim_Wasem probably not
18:35:57  jake left.
18:36:00 packer87 probably not. or look at the skyline, then see the car being 

sold, and turn the page
18:36:04  jake joined.
18:36:06 jake definitely not
18:36:21 Craig okay. Let's move on. ad number two .....
18:36:40 Craig Wow, the ads aren't kicking anyone out of the room this 

time. :) cool.
18:37:19 packer87 "Go for the upgrade."? I guess this is suggesting that men 

will use just any standard shampoo off the shelf, but they 
need to take more care with their hair.

18:37:31 Andrew what is the upgrade if just the bottle has changed?
18:37:45 packer87 oh, i didn't see that part at the bottom
18:38:12 Craig anyone like this ad?
18:38:17 jake not me
18:38:18 Tim_Wasem i appreciate that it's simple, but it's very indifferent. I feel 

like this is a fake
18:38:30 Andrew better than the last one, but doesn't really make much 

sense to me what they are trying to get across
18:38:31 packer87 i don't care for it
18:38:58 Craig what do you think of the ad's design and layout?
18:39:21 Andrew i like the design and layout of it, it catches my eye more 

than the last one
18:39:25 packer87 Is it possible to be quoted yawning?
18:39:32 Tim_Wasem boring
18:40:04 jake the border seems to imply the classy european kind of style 

the name suggests, but the dark center kind of erases it
18:40:04 Tim_Wasem I stand by my comment that I appreciate how simple it is, 

but it's still boring
18:40:21 Craig okay.
18:40:32 Craig so if you came to this ad in a magazine, would you stop?
18:40:32 Tim_Wasem i concur
18:40:38 Tim_Wasem definitely not
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18:40:43 jake nope
18:41:04 Andrew i might to see what the upgrade is, but leave it pretty 

quickly when I find out there isn't one
18:41:04 packer87 turn the page
18:41:28 Craig gotcha
18:41:30 Craig ok next up ....
18:42:09 Craig thoughts?
18:42:25 packer87 that's a lot of text
18:42:42 Andrew too much text
18:43:03 Tim_Wasem I like this one. I like it's newspaper-ish look. And i like that 

it gives a lot of solid evidence of what is in this car. Plus the 
car itself looks sweet in that picture

18:43:07 jake this ad seems very old fashioned because of the big para-
graph which is going to make a thorough sales pitch, which 
is important because mercedes needs old customers with 
lots of money

18:43:42 Tim_Wasem yes. anyone who is in the market for a mercedes would stop 
and read this ad. it's very good

18:43:53 Andrew i do like that it gives solid reasoning for buying the car, but 
there is a more visualy appealing way to do it

18:43:53 Craig So Tim you like this ad a lot better than the Edge ad.
18:44:04 Craig Anyone else have an opinion about this one versus the 

Edge?
18:44:04 Tim_Wasem very much so
18:44:04 packer87 Yeah, it does look like old school newspaper. When I first 

glanced at it, it sort of struck me like something from the 
WSJ, if only the guy's picture and been a drawing instead of 
a photo

18:44:08 Tim_Wasem the guy's picture is a bit creepy though
18:44:55 jake the fact that it has someone's picture on it suggests the 

legacy of the mercedes brand, i suspect he's a big company 
heir, but i didnt really get sucked into finding out because 
this ad doesnt appeal

18:45:10 packer87 I think this would make a good TV ad, where a narrator 
could give the stats, into Mr. Austin, and run B-roll of the 
car while Austin talks

18:45:19 Andrew i agree
18:45:29 Craig packer you talk like an ad student :)
18:45:40 packer87 it's my Broadcast background, i guess
18:46:05 Craig So in general .. which ad appeals more, this or Edge?
18:46:05 jake ::wub
18:46:29 Tim_Wasem mercedes ::ninja
18:46:31 Craig (that's a curious choice of emoticon, Jake)
18:46:40 packer87 lol
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18:46:43 Andrew this one is a better ad, but neither appeal to me
18:46:57 packer87 I'd go with the MB ad, but neither bowled me over.
18:47:05 Craig Andrew, just curious.. can you think of a car ad that does 

appeal to you?
18:47:16 Craig Just so I can get a sense of where you're coming from
18:47:22 jake the ford ad looks like it was designed by some fresh young 

designer that is trying hard and the process doesnt seem 
very natural to him/her

18:47:34 Tim_Wasem agreed
18:48:00 Andrew i can't think of one off the top of my head, but thats proba-

bly because of the industry its for, i'm not going to see an 
ad for a car and decide to buy it because of that

18:48:08 Andrew its such a big purchase that advertising has no impact on 
me

18:48:13 Craig okay
18:48:46 Tim_Wasem i feel like i've conditioned myself to never pay attention to 

most car ads because i'm a college student making 5,000 a 
year

18:48:57 packer87 I'd kind of agree with Andrew. For such a big purchase, I'm 
going to do my own research. Even when I'm not in the 
market for a new car, as I'm driving around, I think of what 
car I might want next.

18:49:13 Craig So you're saying car ads in magazines aren't of any use to 
you.

18:49:26 packer87 Correct.
18:49:28 Andrew to me they aren't
18:49:32 jake a waste of paper if they're trying to get to me
18:49:34 Craig Not even to impact what you might buy later on down the 

road?
18:50:16 packer87 Probably not. I'd rather see the car out on the road, or talk 

to an owner I might know, and ask them about it.
18:50:44 Andrew yeah, i'd agree, talking to someone who already owns the 

car and doing my own research and test driving are what 
impacts me, i just turn the page when i see car ads

18:50:58 Tim_Wasem I agree with packer, in the future I would do thorough re-
search on my own. I value word of mouth over print ads or 
commercials

18:51:00 jake the later on down the road suggests that these ads are 
more catered to people that are following lives dicated by 
cultural expectations, people starting families that are go-
ing to need new reliable ca

18:51:10 jake who the advertisers are targeting i'm sure
18:51:27 Craig ok gotcha.
18:51:30 Craig great stuff you guys. :)
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18:51:31 Craig next ad
18:51:47 Tim_Wasem golden
18:51:56 jake very nice
18:52:23 packer87 Funny, but I'm not rushing out to buy Pop Tarts. Then 

again, it doesn't help that I don't really like Pop Tarts, but a 
clever and funny ad

18:52:47 jake its very innocent looking, short and brief, funny... it doesnt 
feel like someones trying to suck your soul out of your body 
on this one

18:52:52 Tim_Wasem i like that it looks as if a six year old drew it. I'm sure that is 
what they were going for, considering pop tarts are geared 
towards children

18:52:53 Andrew funny, but its not making me go buy poptarts
18:52:54 Craig lol
18:53:17 Tim_Wasem I agree with jake, unlike the ford ad, i feel whole
18:53:28 Craig what's this ad saying about pop tarts?
18:53:50 jake they are toasty, and tasty
18:53:55 packer87 Quite honestly, I don't think it say anything
18:53:55 Tim_Wasem they're easy and popular
18:54:07 Andrew i agree with packer, it doesn't say anything to me
18:54:36 Craig does this ad make you want a poptart?
18:54:55 packer87 I actually have a few in the cupboard, but I'm not running 

to go grab one.
18:55:08 Tim_Wasem actually yes, i'm surprised. i kind of forgot about them
18:55:13 Craig Lol
18:55:20 jake well it is interesting that this is specifically a strawberry 

pop-tart ad... and they are my favorite ones
18:55:29 Tim_Wasem i like the smores
18:55:31 Andrew its not going ot make me want to run out and grab them, 

but they are tasty
18:55:48 Craig Well, it just says "strawberry" but it could just as easily 

been about chocolate, or smores, or any other flavor
18:55:55 Craig [have] been
18:56:04 packer87 exactly....why not Cinnamon and Brown Sugar?
18:56:12 Tim_Wasem oooo....classic
18:56:23 Craig everybody good and hungry now? lol
18:56:52 Craig ok now stop and think about it .. what affect did this ad 

have on you?
18:57:16 Tim_Wasem i think the child-like them brought me back a few years
18:57:20 Tim_Wasem *theme
18:57:47 jake it doesnt make me hungry or anything, it does kind of re-

mind me of the fact that i ate one before school for years, 
which reaffirms the brand in my mind or something

18:58:19 packer87 I liiked the simple design with relatively little color
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18:58:24 packer87 *liked
18:58:25 Andrew it does make me a little hungry, though I think talking 

about it did that more so than just the ad because i would 
have seen it and just turned the page, not thought about it 
so much

18:58:44 Craig ah but because I'm forcing you to stare at it, you get 
hungrier :)

18:58:51 Craig ok moving on .. everybody ok on time?
18:58:52 Andrew exactly
18:58:57 packer87 yeah
18:59:01 Andrew yep
18:59:03 Tim_Wasem yeah
18:59:11 Craig good .. we're almost done.
19:00:05 Craig thoughts? impressions? anecdotes? campfire stories?
19:00:45 Tim_Wasem is that kid supposed to look boyish and girlish?
19:01:05 packer87 It appears the kid is more on the inheritance track, with an 

unbuttoned shirt and untied tie. But I'm not sure how they 
can help with transitioning money to the kid, but making 
them work for it.

19:01:42 Tim_Wasem The reading was painful to get through, but then again, i 
don't have kids

19:01:55 Craig first impression .. does the ad grab you?
19:02:14 Andrew it doesn't grab me personaly because it is geared towards 

parents
19:02:17 jake the thing that registers with me is the idea that the kid in 

the ad has a great deal of personality, he seems what i 
might guess is like a smart capable kid

19:02:19 packer87 the pictures don't. the Smithbarney at the top made me 
stop to read it

19:02:28 Andrew but for a parent that it has an impact on i think it would 
make them read on

19:02:32 jake this means that the company is advertising to that kind of 
child's parents

19:02:38 Tim_Wasem not at all
19:02:52 Craig what does this ad tell you about smith barney?
19:03:18 packer87 they're ready to help you with finanical planning through 

all stages of life
19:03:53 Craig how do you like (or dislike) the layout and syle of the ad?
19:04:09 Tim_Wasem the paragraph is hard to read
19:04:17 packer87 The light gray text against the white made it a little hard to 

read
19:04:30 Andrew yeah the text is somewhat small and poor color choice for it
19:04:39 Tim_Wasem it doesn't really stick out initially. i felt like i had to hunt for 

it
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19:05:04 jake i think the layout contradicts the purpose of the ad... when 
i saw the layout, i thought it was going to educate me on 
some science thing, with all the gears and neutral greens

19:05:18 Craig ahh interesting comment
19:05:45 Tim_Wasem i didn't realize that. those gears are pretty superfluous
19:05:56 jake especially with the big question, reminds me of "did you 

know?"
19:06:18 Craig so if you came across this in your magazine, would you 

stop to look at it?
19:06:22 Tim_Wasem nope
19:06:26 Andrew no
19:06:34 Craig and why not
19:06:39 packer87 probably, just to read what it's about
19:07:03 packer87 because I have money I am personal investor
19:07:14 jake i might read the question and realize it has no relevance to 

me since i am not a parent or concerned with my non-
existent child's finances and work ethic... or whatever.

19:07:44 Andrew exactly, i don't have a child to finance
19:08:17 Craig Tim?
19:08:22 Craig You said "nope" first ..
19:08:27 packer87 I don't have a kid either. I'd stop to read about it because 

it's dealing with investment services, but I'd pass over it 
when I realized it didn't apply to me

19:08:37 Tim_Wasem nor do i have a child
19:08:52 Andrew i agree...if it were about financial investment that impacted 

me i would definitely read it
19:09:06 Tim_Wasem i would agree with jake. after reading the question and re-

alizing it has no relevence in my life i would move on
19:09:15 Craig okay.
19:09:21 Craig so we'll move on. Last one
19:10:18 Tim_Wasem will that coupon work? just kidding. This is what i meant by 

"trendy" using the instant messenger lingo
19:10:33 packer87 No real impact on me, because I have stuff from my dermo-

tologist, who recommended I not use OTC products.
19:10:35 jake it reminds me that i tried using those products in middle 

school and what a waste of time it was.
19:10:49 Tim_Wasem very true
19:11:07 Craig so Tim you give this a thumbs down?
19:11:08 Andrew that ad is clearly targeted to our demographic, but i agree 

with packer and jake that i'd ask my dermatologist rather 
than an ad with smily faces on it

19:11:11 Tim_Wasem yes
19:11:30 Craig because you feel the language used is inauthentic?
19:12:08 packer87 kind of
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19:12:23 Tim_Wasem yeah, it annoys me. I feel like they are trying to dumb it 
down to someones level. I wouldn't trust it. I'll stick with 
the dermatologist

19:12:28 packer87 I mean, what teens are going to be IM-ing one another 
about the effectiveness of acne pads?

19:12:50 Craig does anyone here Not understand the emoticons?
19:13:15 Craig ok I'll assume that means we all do :)
19:13:21 Tim_Wasem the one on the left doesn't seem appropriate
19:13:25 Craig layout and design style?
19:13:27 Tim_Wasem but i understand it
19:13:27 Craig why not Tim
19:13:45 Tim_Wasem Shouldn't it be a sad face or whatever? not surprised?
19:14:03 Andrew :-o is angry i think
19:14:14 jake :-o
19:14:17 jake doesnt look angry to me
19:14:17 Tim_Wasem ok well i didn't know that, haha, thank you
19:14:28 Tim_Wasem easy fellas...simmer down
19:14:33 jake i think it looks more angry on the ad and they used font to 

reinforce that
19:14:53 Craig I always thought >:( was angry ..
19:15:04 Craig oops .. except without the graphic smiley
19:15:29 Andrew yeah on AIM that is angry
19:15:29 Tim_Wasem i would call that dissapointed as in "I'm not angry...i'm just 

disappointed" remember that?
19:15:37 Andrew so it seems they got the lingo a bit mixed up
19:15:52 Craig heh :) you guys are a tough crowd
19:16:09 Craig Gen Y = tough nut to crack when it comes to delivering 

ad messages
19:16:26 Craig would this ad stop you if you saw it while paging 

through?
19:16:37 packer87 nope
19:16:40 Tim_Wasem nah
19:16:52 Andrew it might catch a second glance from me, but not much 

more
19:17:07 Craig How does this ad measure up to the L'oreal one? Both are 

personal hygeine product ads.
19:17:08 jake no, when i read a magzine, the ammount of time i spend 

looking at an ad is exactly the ammount of time it takes me 
to realize it's an ad

19:17:27 Tim_Wasem possibly a second glance out of curiosity
19:17:42 Tim_Wasem but it would get the flip right after i realized what it was 

about
19:18:06 Craig ok so .. this ad vs. the L'oreal ad we saw earlier ...
19:18:09 Craig better? not as good?
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19:18:16 Craig just as bad?
19:18:38 packer87 the layout of the stridex pads is more interesting, but nei-

ther really pique my interst
19:18:49 Tim_Wasem I'd say worse. The L'oreal seemed that it had a little more 

dignity
19:19:24 jake well the other one being all dark and serious, this one has 

smiley faces and bright colors... i recognize that one in-
volves a serious approach to hygiene, the other maybe raw 
adolescense and if you il

19:19:30 jake e raw adolescense and if you illustrated it, it might look 
more like the stridex ad.

19:19:31 Andrew eh, neither is that great
19:19:46 Craig okay
19:20:03 Craig so .. of the six ads you've seen .. give me your two favor-

ite, and the two you disliked most.
19:20:22 Craig the ads are Edge, L'oreal, Mercedes Benz, Poptarts, 

Smith-barney and Stridex
19:20:38 Tim_Wasem pop tarts and mercedes are my favorites. Ford and the bank 

one are my least
19:21:09 jake pop-tarts an mercedes are best, ford and stridex are my 

least favorite
19:21:28 packer87 Smith Barney and MB are my favs. L'oreal and Stridex were 

my "losers"
19:21:32 Tim_Wasem i would actually swap stidex in the bank's place
19:21:37 Tim_Wasem *stridex
19:21:55 Andrew favorite were poptart and bank, least favorite were edge 

and MB
19:22:19 Craig okay
19:22:27 Craig very good! I think we're done here.
19:22:50 Craig I have one followup question that you will get in an 

email. Look for that in a few days. If you could get a brief 
answer back to me that would be great.

19:23:02 packer87 Alright.
19:23:08 Tim_Wasem okay
19:23:10 Craig And I will get your Amazon.com gift certificates to you in 

1-2 weeks.
19:23:12 Andrew ok
19:23:19 Craig Thanks all Very much for your help tonight!
19:23:26 packer87 No problem.
19:23:27 jake np
19:23:31 Tim_Wasem no prob
19:23:34 Andrew np
19:23:35 Craig Take care and I'll be in touch :)
19:23:44  jake left.
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19:23:49  Tim_Wasem left.
19:23:49 packer87 Aloha!
19:23:52  packer87 left.
19:23:55  Andrew left.
19:24:01  Craig left.
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